Bo Peep changes a lot between the original Toy Story and Toy Story 4. Let’s think about how she changes and why.

How would you describe Bo Peep in Toy Story 1 (or during the flashback)?

How would you describe Bo Peep in Toy Story 4?

What do you think made her change?

Which version did you prefer and why?
Why was Bonnie nervous about her first day in Kindergarten?

Bonnie is nervous on her first day of Kindergarten. As a result, she makes Forky and he becomes her new favourite toy.

Think of an unusual favourite toy you had and why you liked them.

Forky is made out of re-purposed rubbish. Design your own simple toy using recyclables you find in class or at home.
Pick out 3 different people from the video - state their job and summarise what they did on the film

The film makers talked a lot about scale - making sure the characters and the sets were all the right size.

They did research and created concept art to make sure things were a good fit.

Now it's your turn to become a concept artist!

Create concept art for what a Toy Story scene would look like in your classroom.

Use a real toy for scale, take some pictures for reference and then draw what your scene would look like.